
 

The Critical Hit Chart P. 225 

Keywords are associated with each result on this chart and are used during Threaten-
ing Task Resolution (see page 254). 

11-16 Headshot: A well-aimed shot tears ragged chunks of bone and brain from the 
opponent’s skull. The foe reels from such a violent strike, covered in gore and unable 
to focus. Effect: Target suffers +1d3 Wounds and is staggered. Severity: +1 Wound. 
Keywords: Chaos, Imperium, Scum  

21-23 Brutal Rupture: Mangling flesh and crushing bone, this attack showers the 
ground with blood. Ruptured organs make your foe gasp in wretched pain, weakened 
by the blow. Effect: Target suffers +1d3 Wounds and is hindered (1). Severity: +1 
Wound. Keywords: Xenos, <Any> 

24-26 Ferocious Rending: This attack shreds the opponent’s flesh into ribbons. Gory 
furrows of red ruin are torn open, grinding the foe’s bones and leaving them open to 
attack. Effect: Target suffers +1d3 Wounds and is vulnerable (2). Severity: +1 Wound. 
Keywords: Psyker, Imperium, Inquisition 

31-33 Merciless Strike: A blow to the foe’s body steals the breath from their lungs, 
pulverising innards with a nasty crunch. Effect: Target suffers one Mortal Wound. 
Severity: +1 Mortal Wound. Keywords: Adepta Sororitas, Adeptus Ministorum 34-36 
Savage Attack: This assault leaves the opponent a mangled mess, slashing, burning, 
breaking or ripping into them with violent force. Effect: Target suffers one Mortal 
Wound. If the target survives, they immediately acquire a Memorable Injury (see page 
233). Severity: +1 Mortal Wound. Keywords: Astra Militarum, <Any> 

41-43 Vicious Counterstrike: The fury of this blow causes horrific pain, disintegrating 
pieces the foe’s body in a scene of carnage and woe. Effect: Target suffers +1d3 
Mortal Wounds. Severity: +1 Mortal Wound. Keywords: Psyker, Adeptus Mechanicus 

44-45 Visceral Blow: Crimson showers the ground from the force of your attack. The 
battlefield is a gory spectacle of spilled blood and unsure footing. Effect: Target suffers 
one Mortal Wound. Each character engaged with the target must pass an Agility test 
(DN 3) or fall prone. Severity: +1 Mortal wound and Target falls prone; +2 Shock. 
Keywords: Psyker, Inquisition, Rogue Trader 

46 Murderous Onslaught: A thunderous blow sends the target sprawling. Shattered 
ribs pierce organs, jets of blood spew from the wound, and the foe lies writhing in pain. 
Effect: Target suffers +1d3 Wounds and is knocked prone. Severity: +1 Wound. Key-
words: Chaos, Xenos, <Any> 

51-53 Overpowering Assault: A stunning blow sends the foe lurching away, senses 
blurred by the brutal impact. Effect: Target suffers +1d6 Shock and is staggered. Se-
verity: +2 Shock. Keywords: Chaos, Heretic, Psyker  

54-55 Crimson Ash: The attack sears into the foe, fusing flesh into a charred ruin. The 
assault wreathes the target in burning fury, making a smouldering mess of sinew and 
bone. Effect: Target suffers +1d3 Wounds and is burning. Severity: +1 Wound. Key-
words: Imperium, Astra Militarum, Adeptus Astartes 

56 Bone-shattering Impact: A crippling blow smashes the foe’s body, reducing arms, 
legs, and ribs to fractured splinters. Crimson stains the weapon and the ground below, 
along with bits of bone torn free by the attack. Effect: Target suffers +1d3 Wounds and 
is restrained. Severity: +1 Wound. Keywords: Xenos, Adeptus Ministorum 

61-63 Unspeakable Carnage: A truly grievous strike, the attack is a terrifying display 
of martial prowess. A geyser of gore erupts from the foe’s wound and ragged remnants 
of their body strewn across the battlefield. Effect: Target suffers 1d3+3 Mortal Wounds. 
Severity: +1 Mortal Wound. Keywords: Chaos, Scum, Xenos 

64-65 Appalling Detonation: Ill fortune causes the blow to strike the foe’s volatile 
wargear. A chain of explosions tears their body apart into grisly red mist. Effect: Target 
suffers +1d6 Wounds. If the target carried any explosives (such as grenades or ammu-
nition), they detonate, inflicting 1d3 Mortal Wounds. Severity: +1 bonus target within 20 
metres; +1 Wound. Keywords: Adeptus Astartes, Adeptus Mechanicus  

66 Grisly Amputation: The foe’s limb is removed with extreme prejudice, leaving their 
body in a crimson arc. Effect: Target suffers one Mortal Wound and one limb is de-
stroyed. Roll 1d6: On an even result, the activating player may choose the limb that is 
destroyed in this manner. On an odd result, the GM chooses instead. Severity: +1 
Mortal Wound. Keywords: Chaos, <Any> 

Table 4-6: Vehicle Critical Hits 1d6 Roll Vehicle Critical Effect P. 238 

1 Weapon Breakdown: A random vehicle-mounted weapon suffers a complication. 

2 Spinout: Randomly change the direction the vehicle faces. All occupants take 1d3 Shock. 

3 Shot Steering: Increase the DN of all stunts by 2. If this result is rolled a second time, increase 
the DN of stunts by an additional 2 and the vehicle cannot turn normally. 

4 Drive Compromised: The vehicle’s Cruising Speed is halved. If this result is rolled a second 
time, the vehicle cannot perform stunts and its Cruising Speed is reduced to 1/4 its original value. 

5 Fuel Leak: The vehicle runs out of fuel at the end of the scene. If this result is rolled again, the 
vehicle runs out of fuel immediately and comes to a dead stop. 

6 Blowout: The vehicle suffers +1d3 Wounds. 

Weapon Traits P. 275 

Agonizing: For every Wound that this weapon inflicts, the victim also suffers 1 Shock. An exhausted 
character who suffers damage from an Agonizing weapon is rendered unconscious. 

Arc (X): Arc weapons are highly effective against vehicles. When attacking a vehicle, arc weapons gain 
a bonus to ED equal to their rating. Assault Optimized for firing on the move, a hero armed with an 
Assault firearm can fire from the hip while charging into the fray. Assault weapons can be fired as part of 
a Run Action, but they increase the attack’s difficulty by 2.  

Blast (Size): Most commonly possessed by weapons with explosive ordnance, Blast weapons can injure 
multiple targets with one attack, depending on the size (See Explosives and Area Effects on page 229). 
◆  If an attack with a Blast weapon misses, it deviates. ◆  Weapons with the Fire keyword and the Blast 
trait do not deviate if they miss; instead, they simply strike the intended area, but characters within avoid 
being hit (either by ducking around cover or leaping out of the way). ◆  Weapons with the Fire keyword 
and the Blast trait ignore cover bonuses to defence. ◆  When used in melee combat, Pistol weapons 
with the Blast trait only affect targets the wielder is engaged with and no one else.  

Blaze: This weapon incorporates fire or burning chemicals. Any character, vehicle, or object hit by a 
Blaze weapon is set on fire (see Fire on page 247).  

Brutal: This weapon inflicts traumatic wounds that test the skill of the most seasoned Apothecaries. 
When rolling damage dice for a Brutal weapon, add +1 to the result of each Extra Damage Die. 

Force: Psykers use the etheric circuit patterns and psycho-reactive materials within this weapon to 
channel the power of the warp into devastating attacks. A Psyker wielding a Force weapon adds ½ their 
Willpower attribute to the weapon’s base Damage Rating in addition to Strength.  

Heavy (X): Characters who meet the strength requirements incur no penalty to their attack; however, 
those who do not meet the minimum incur an increase of +2DN on the attack, and a roll of 1 on the 
Wrath Dice knocks the user prone in addition to any other complication. Characters wearing powered 
armour and beings with the Adeptus Astartes or Ork keywords are not knocked prone when firing unse-
cured Heavy weapons. Heavy weapons must be secured to a gunnery post, vehicle mount, tripod, or 
braced to fire without risking the safety of the user. Setting a Heavy weapon up on a tripod or brace 
takes an action but reduces the penalty. 

Melta: Melta weapons use bursts of intense heat to char flesh, melt armour, and reduce vehicles to slag. 
Melta weapons add +1 to each ED result at close range. Melta weapons add an additional +1 to each 
ED result against vehicles and fortifications at close range. 

Parry: This weapon is well balanced and sturdy. Weapons with this trait grant a +1 bonus to Defence 
against melee attacks. 

Penetrating (X): This weapon is capable of punching through armour with precision. When any dice are 
shifted from the attack to damage, weapons with this trait gain an AP Value equal to the rating. 

Pistol: A pistol can be fired while engaged in close combat using the Weapon Skill in place of the Ballis-
tic Skill. 

Rad (X): These weapons use highly dangerous radioactive materials in their ammunition. Weapons with 
this trait add a bonus to each ED result equal to the rating.  

Rapid Fire (X): A Rapid Fire weapon adds a number of bonus dice to the attack roll equal to its rating at 
close range. 

Sniper (X): The weapon is optimised for high accuracy over long range. Sniper weapons increase the 
bonus from aiming to +2d and ignore the penalty for firing into melee when aimed. After using the Aim 
action, sniper weapons add a number of extra damage dice equal to the rating. 

Spread: Spread weapons disperse their ammunition over a wide area, wreaking havoc on closely 
packed combatants. When damage from a Spread weapon kills a troop in a mob, any excess damage is 
carried over and dealt to the nearest troop in the same mob. 

Steadfast: Based on time tested design patterns, Steadfast weapons are reliable and easy to maintain. 
Once per combat, ignore the first complication caused by an attack made with a Steadfast weapon. Tech 
tests made to repair and maintain Steadfast weapons receive a +1d bonus. 

Supercharge: Plasma weapons fire super-heated matter, but their delicate hydrogen cores are prone to 
devastating malfunctions. Many Plasma weapons have a supercharge setting. A Plasma weapon fired in 
supercharge mode deals +2D extra damage, but deals 1d6 Mortal Wounds to the wielder on a Compli-
cation.  

Toxic (X): Some weapons incorporate a mechanism of delivering a poison, infectious agent, or other 
compound that gradually incapacitates or kills its target. A character who is wounded by a weapon with 
the Toxic trait becomes Poisoned (see page 231). The character must make a Toughness test (DN X) at 
the end of each round. If they succeed (or if they are treated with a Medicae test at DN X-2), the effect 
ends. If they fail, they suffer X wounds. 

Unwieldy (X): Some weapons are more difficult to use than others; they may be unbalanced, require 
greater room to swing, or are simply too large to wield effectively. Weapons with this trait suffer a DN 
penalty equal to the rating when attacking.  

Waaagh!: When wielded by an Ork, a weapon with the Waaagh! trait grants a +1d bonus to attack and 
+1ED if the wielder is Lightly Wounded or Heavily Wounded. This bonus persists until combat ends or 
the Ork is healed, whichever comes first. 

Warp Weapon: A weapon with this quality has a damage rating equal to its listed damage rating or the 
target’s Resilience -4, whichever is higher.  



TABLE 7-2: Perils of the Warp P. 339 

11–12 Flickering Lights: For a brief moment, all light sources within 25 metres of the psyker flicker and go out (if outside during the day or in a similar 
environment, this light source too seems to flicker for a moment). 

13–14 Touch of Hoarfrost: The temperature instantly drops 20 degrees, and all surfaces within 25 metres of the psyker become coated with a thin rime 
of frost. The temperature gradually returns to normal over the course of the next ten minutes, but for the next minute, any action attempted that interacts 
with the slippery surfaces has its DN increased by 2.  

15–16 Roiling Mist: A clammy mist roils up from the ground, surrounding the psyker for a radius of 25 metres. The mist obscures vision and distorts 
sounds with weird echoes. All targets inside the mist add 2 to their Defence against ranged attacks, and any Cunning or Deception tests utilizing sound 
made inside the mist add +2d to the roll. The mist persists for 1 round. 

21–22 Whispers in the Dark: All light sources within 25 metres of the psyker grow dim and shadows pool thickly. Sinister whispers can be heard stirring 
in the dark, and all sentient creatures within range must make a successful Corruption test (DN 3). Any who fail the Corruption test are vulnerable [2] for 
1 round.  

23–24 Ghostly Apparitions: For a brief time (roughly a minute), ethereal images of strange creatures move in and out of existence within 25 metres of 
the psyker. These apparitions move awkwardly, passing through objects and the living alike without seeming to be aware of the real world. All animals 
immediately flee the area, and any sentient being that witnesses the apparitions must make a Fear test (DN 3). 

25–26 Tears of the Martyrs: All paintings, statues, or equivalent effigies within 25 metres of the psyker begin to weep blood. If no such features exist in 
range, then walls or similar surfaces begin to drip with blood. This bleeding persists for 1 minute. All sentient creatures that witness this event must make 
a Fear test (DN 3). Any who fail the Fear test increase the DN of any Interaction skill test by 2 for the next round. 

31–32 Mocking Laughter: A sinister chorus or low laughter swirls around the psyker and those round them. All sentient creatures within 25 metres must 
make a successful Willpower test (DN 3) or are shaken by the experience and are hindered (1) for one round. The GM gains 1 Ruin.  

33–34 The Watching: An overwhelming paranoia of something watching creeps over everyone within 20 metres of the psyker, including the psyker 
themselves. Lesser creatures and animals cower in fear, while sentient creatures must make a successful Willpower test (DN 4) or suffer from an uncon-
trollable compunction to second-guess all their own actions— they are hindered (2). This effect lasts for the remainder of the scene. 

35–36 Miasma of Decay: The stench of rotting meat and decaying flesh seems to rise from the ground within 25 metres of the psyker. All creatures 
within range must make a Toughness test (DN 3), including those protected by technological breathing apparatus. Those who fail suffer 1 Shock.  

41–42 Sonic Concussion: A mighty roar akin to a sonic boom crashes from the psyker. Lesser animal lifeforms (insects, rodents, avian, etc.) within 25 
metres are instantly killed and all others suffer 1d3 Shock and must make a successful Toughness test (DN 3) or are staggered.  

43–44 Bloodlust: All creatures within 15 metres of the psyker begin to suffer from a ringing in their ears and taste the bitterness of iron on their tongues. 
For the next round, all melee attacks made by such creatures add +1 ED to their damage. 

45–46 Tremor: The ground within 50 metres of the psyker is jolted by a sudden but brief earthquake. The tremor causes no real damage, but all crea-
tures in range must make a successful Agility test (DN 3) or be thrown prone and suffer 1 Shock.  

51–52 Life Drain: A numbing cold washes out from the psyker, leeching the very life essence of those nearby. Every living creature within 25 metres 
immediately suffers 1d3 Shock and all lesser lifeforms (plants, avian, insects, etc.) wither and die.  

53–54 Visions of the Possibilities: An awful droning buzz surrounds the psyker, drowning out all speech save shouting. The drone seems to penetrate 
the mind. All creatures with the psyker keyword within 10 metres must make an Intellect test (DN 4). Those who fail are staggered and suffer 1d3 Shock. 
Those who succeed gain 1 Wrath. 

55–56 Psychic Backlash: Lurid pink warp lightning dances across the psyker’s flesh. They suffer  1d3+2 Shock. 

61–62 The Veil Grows Thin: The air within 25 metres of the psyker grows thin, causing living creatures to suffer shortness of breath and dizziness. All 
creatures without artificial breathing apparatus are hindered (2) for 1 minute. In addition, 1 bonus Wrath Dice must be added to all Psychic Mastery tests 
for the remainder of the scene. 

63–64 The Witching Hour: The mystical energies of the warp wash over the psyker and infuse the landscape for 25 metres in every direction. All crea-
tures in the area suffer 1d3 Shock. In addition, the invisible energies flowing through this area greatly increase the potency of psychic phenomena—1  
Wrath Dice must be added to all Psychic tests. These effects last for the remainder of the Scene. 

65–66 Surging Warp Energies: The air seems to shimmer and distort. All creatures within 25 metres of the psyker suffer 1d6 Shock and the GM gains 1 
Ruin. For the remainder of the scene, all Wrath Dice rolled as part of a Psychic Mastery test that do result in a 1 or a 6 must be re-rolled. 

71–72 Unnatural Urges: The psyker is overcome with terrible and unwholesome desires—craving the flesh of insects or vermin, thirsting for blood, cutting living flesh, etc. The psyker suffers 
1d3+1 Shock and must make a successful Conviction test (DN 5), or they immediately give in to the desire and gain 1 point of Corruption. 

73–74 The Crawling: The psyker is overcome with the sensation of tiny creatures moving just under their skin. They immediately suffer 1d6+1 Shock and must increase the DN of all actions they 
attempt by 2 for the remainder of the scene.  

75–76 Twisted Flesh: The energies of the warp unleash a corruptive force on the physical form of the psyker and all creatures within 10 metres. All affected characters must make a Corruption 
test (DN 7). Those who fail gain 1d3 Corruption and suffer 1 Mortal Wound.  

81–82 Flash-Freeze: The environment around the psyker grows numbingly cold, a supernatural chill suffusing every surface with glistening ice. The psyker and every creature within 50 metres 
suffers a -1 to Agility and Strength for the rest of the scene. In addition, all affected creatures must make a successful Toughness test (DN 5) or suffer 1 Mortal Wound. 

83–84 The Summoning: A portal is torn open between the Materium and the warp. A Daemon appears within 25 metres of the psyker. The exact location and nature of this daemon is at the GM’s 
discretion (see Daemons on pages 421-428). The daemonic entity immediately attacks the nearest target. The daemon returns to the warp after 3 rounds or when it has been destroyed, whichever 
comes first. The GM may spend a point of Ruin to place the daemon closest to the psyker. 

85–86 Voices from Beyond: All creatures within 25 metres of the psyker hear harsh, guttural voices close to their ear, though their words are seemingly gibberish. All characters within 10 metres 
must make a Fear test (DN 5). All sentient characters in range are staggered until the end of the scene. 

91–92 Daemonic Possession: The psyker’s mind is forcibly invaded and possessed by a daemonic entity. The psyker loses control of their body—they immediately fall under the control of the 
GM. Regardless, the first time the possessed character takes any damage or is foiled in some fashion (GM’s prerogative) and is not destroyed, the psyker can make a Willpower test (DN 5). If they 
succeed, they mentally force the daemon out—they regain control of their body, retain any damage done to the body to this point, and suffer 1d3 points of Corruption. If they fail the test, the dae-
monic entity retains and strengthens its hold on the psyker’s body—the GM gains 1 Ruin. 

93–94 Writhing Disfigurement: The psyker is wracked with pain, collapsing to the ground. They suffer 1d6 Shock and gains 1d3+1 Corruption points. In addition, the psyker permanently gains a 
minor disfigurement or mutation chosen by the GM. Examples include one eye changes colour, a small branding mark appears on the body, etc. 

95–96 Cackling Whirlwinds: Swirling vortexes of misty, inhuman faces sweep past the psyker and spin away in all directions. The distorted images cackle in maniacal glee, and all mortals who 
hear them struggle to keep order to their thoughts. All living creatures within 25 metres of the psyker must make a successful Fear test (DN 7).  

101– 102 Eye of the Gods: The psyker’s mind draws the gaze of one of the Ruinous Powers themselves, if ever so fleetingly. All sentient creatures within 20 metres of the psyker (including the 
psyker) must make a Corruption test (DN 7). Those who succeed gain 1 Wrath instead.  

103– 104 Blood Rain: A hot and sticky blood rain begins to fall within an 8-metre radius centered on the psyker. The supernatural storm starts slowly, but quickly builds to a torrent lasting only 
minutes. Any creature whose flesh is touched by this blood lust make a successful Willpower test (DN 7) or become frenzied (see page 230). Affected creatures lapse into a temporary homicidal 
madness—they immediately attempt to kill the closest being, using melee attacks if possible. This madness lasts for 3 rounds. 

105–106 Psychic Overload: Streaming warp energy bursts from the psyker’s eyes and mouth, flashing in all directions and penetrating all living creatures surrounding them. The psyker suffers 
2d6 Mortal Wounds and gains 1d3 points of Corruption. All other creatures within 10 metres suffer 1d3 Mortal  wounds and must make a successful Toughness test (DN 7) or are blinded for 1 
round. 

Activate Psychic Power P. 336 

Step 1 Declare: Chose power and 
Bound, Unbound or Transcendent 

Step 2 Dice Pool:  

Bound- (1 Wrath die), Must be 
used with Minor powers  

Unbound- (1 bonus Wrath die), 
once level chosen can’t be 
changed for the encounter 

Transcendent- (choses higher of 
Tier # or Rank bonus of Wrath 
dice), suffers a number of Shock 
damage equal to the number of 
bonus Wrath Dice. 

Step 3 Roll: The player rolls their 
dice pool, counting their Icons as 
normal, and compares the result to 
the psychic power’s DN. If the 
number of Icons equals or exceeds 
the psychic power’s DN, they suc-
cessfully activate the power. 

◆  Exalted Icons may be shifted (if 
the test is still successful without 
them) to enhance the power’s 
effects—see the Potency adden-
dum attached to the description of 
each psychic power.  

◆  If any Wrath Dice result in a 
complication, then the psyker un-
leashes the dangers of the warp 
and must roll on Table 7-2: Perils of 
the Warp (see Dangers of the Warp 
on page 337). After the first 1 
rolled each 1 adds a +1 to the 
tens die i.e. on two 1s, 56 be-
comes 66. 

◆  Wrath dice involved in a Psychic 
Mastery test DO NOT generate 
Glory on a result of a 6, nor do they 
inflict any critical hits. 

4 Activate Power: If the player 
rolls enough Icons to meet the 
power’s DN, the character success-
fully activates the psychic power 
and utilizes its effects 



One Combat Option P. 221 

Aim: Sacrifice move to gain either +1d on a ranged attack or fire into melee with-
out risk.  

All-Out Attack: +2d on melee attacks, -2 Defence for the round. 

Brace: Sacrifice move to brace a heavy weapon. 

Called Shot: Suffer a +2 (arm)/+4 (head)/+6 (eye) DN penalty for +1/+2/+3 ED on 
a successful attack. 

Charge: Make a full move and a melee attack at +1d. 

Disengage: Move up to half your speed and you are no longer engaged; Requires 
an Action. 

Full Defence: Sacrifice turn to roll Initiative. The result is added to your Defence 
for the round. Speed reduced to ½. 

Grapple: Opposed Strength test to restrain an opponent. 

Hold Action: Wait to act later in the round. If you wish to interrupt an NPC, you 
must succeed at an opposed Initiative test. 

Interaction Attack: are those designed to unbalance, tire out, or manoeuvre a foe 
into a bad situation, reducing their effectiveness or making them more open to 
harm. Choose one: Hinder or Vulnerable; lasts until the end of the round.  

◆  Hinder: +1 to the victim’s Difficulty on all Tests. 

◆  Vulnerable: the victim suffers -1 Defence. 

Multi-attack: Attack more than one target; +2 DN for each additional target. 

Multi-action: Make more than one action during a turn; +2 DN for each additional 
action. You may not repeat actions. 

Reload: A character can spend their action reloading one ranged weapon. Reload-
ing can be performed as part of a Multi-action.  

Salvo: Sacrifice a Reload to gain a bonus on a ranged attack  

Suppressive Fire: Sacrifice a Reload to make an Interaction attack using Ballistic 

Skill. 

Unarmed Strike: A character can attack hand-to-hand without wielding a melee 
weapon. An unarmed strike works like any other attack; use the Strength attribute 
for the character as the damage value and add 1 ED. 

One Movement Action P. 212 

Standard Movement: During a turn, a character can move a number of metres up to 
their Speed attribute. Characters do not have to use all or any of their movement. Your 
movement can include climbing, jumping, swimming, crawling and walking. These 
methods of movement can be combined in any way you wish, but every time you 
move, you deduct the distance moved from your total speed attribute. There is no 
additional movement cost for changing elevation if you are using an incline, stairs or a 
ladder. 

Running: As an action, a character may run. Doing so enables the character to move 
a number of metres equal, to their Speed. Thus, a character can move, then take the 
Run action to move again during their turn. You may not take the Run action more than 
once per turn. 

Sprinting: As an action, a character may Sprint. A sprinting character moves double 
their Speed attribute in metres in a straight line. The character may end this movement 
at any time along the path. A sprinting character suffers -2 Defence until the end of 
their next turn. You may not take the Sprint action more than once per turn. You may 
not Run and Sprint in the same turn. 

Climbing: Sometimes a character will have to climb in order to reach a location or 
bypass an obstacle. A character can climb a number of metres up to half their Speed 
attribute per action. A character can attempt to climb at a faster rate, but at the risk of 
losing their grip or balance. If a character passes an Agility skill test (DN 3 or GM dis-
cretion), they may climb a number of metres up to their Speed attribute per action. If 
the test is failed, the character could suffer various consequences at the discretion of 
the GM. 

Attack Roll Flowchart P. 213 

1. Assemble dice pool: Bring together a number of dice equal to the attribute + 
skill necessary for the test, depending on the type of attack. Any bonus dice for the 
test are included in this pool. Buy Success 1/2 dice pool = # of Icons 

   +1d: Aim, Charge, Within half of stated weapon range (close)  

   +2d, All out attack, Surprise (also +1 die to damage), moving slow 

2. Roll and count icons: results of 1, 2, or 3 are failures; results of 4 or 5 equal 1 
icon; results of 6 are exalted icons and count as 2 icons.  

3. Compare icons to target’s Defence: Take into account any DN penalties or 
Combat Options. 

   +1 DN: Lightly wounded (up to half), up to half cover, using Medicae on yourself, 
 suffering Fear, PC is hindered 

   +2 DN: Heavily wounded, half+ cover, Multi-attack for each new target, for each 
 addlt Multi-action, Attack at twice stated weapon range (Long), running 
 (Awareness), Pinned, Uncooperative 

4. If successful, shift any exalted icons for extra damage dice: Only exalted 
icons may be shifted, and you must maintain enough icons in the dice pool to 
equal or exceed the target’s Defence.  

5. Roll Extra Damage Dice: Count ONLY icons, then add to the weapon’s dam-
age value to generate a total damage value.  

6. Compare total damage value to target’s Resilience: Take into account any 
armour penetration or weapon traits.  

7. Check Wrath Dice result: Resolve any Complications, Glory, or Critical Hits. 

8. Soak: Some targets may attempt a Soak roll to reduce the incoming damage. 
Player  characters may do this by spending a point of Shock. Adversaries and 
Elites may Soak if the GM spends a Ruin. Troops may not Soak. 

Table 4-3: Combat Complications P. 233 

A result of 1 on the Wrath die results in normal complication.  Attack may still succeed. 

11-26: Out of Ammo- Lose one reload. 

31-33: Weapon Jam- Tech test (DN2) to repair. 

34-36: Dropped Weapon- Spend an action to recover. 

41-43: Weapon Malfunction- Tech test (DN4) to repair. 

44-46: Weapon Stuck- Strength test (DN3) to recover. 

51-53: Dropped Item- Drop an item from inventory. 

54-56: Falling Prone- Character now Prone. 

61-62: Restrained- Strength test (DN4) to recover. 

63-64: Blinded for 1 round. 

65-66: Inconvenient Target- GM discretion 

Table 4-2: Area Effect Targets P. 230 

Size  # targets  Examples 

Small  1  Micro grenades, hand flamer 

Medium  3  Frag Grenades, flamer  

Large  5  Battle cannon shell, heavy flamer 

Vry Lrge 10  Quake cannon shell 

Huge  15  Orbital strike 

Combat Effects P. 231 

Bleeding: Suffer a Mortal Wound at the end of your turn. 

Blinded: +4 DN for all sight-related tasks. 

Burning: On fire, suffer damage and must make Willpower tests to act.  

Exhausted: May only take a basic move action, a regular action, or disengage. More 
shock = Mortal Wounds. 

Fear: Victim suffers +1 DN to any tests involving the attacker. 

Frenzied: Must All-out Attack; immune to Fear and Pinning. 

Hindered: Suffers a DN penalty on all tests. 

Pinned: Must move to cover, cannot charge; +2 DN to ranged attacks. 

Poisoned: Must pass Toughness test or suffer the poison's effects. 

Prone: -2 Defence; standing up counts as moving. 

Restrained: -2 Defence, must forfeit next move action; may not run or sprint. 

Staggered: Speed reduced to 1/2; may not run or sprint Terror Victim suffers +2DN 
penalty to all tests regarding the attacker; may not move closer to the attacker. 

Vulnerable: Defence is reduced. 

Area effect weapons do not have to have a specific target. Hitting a point 
within range requires al Ballistic Skill test (DN 3). On a miss consult the 
scatter diagram, orienting it from the origin of the attack. Next, the player 
or GM should roll 1d6 for the direction of the scatter. Last, roll another 1d6 
and double the result—distance in metres that the attack deviates. 



Damage P. 227 

When determining if a character has been wounded, compare the total Damage Rating 
(including any bonus dice) of the weapon being used to the target character’s Resilience. 
For melee weapons, (unless otherwise stated) the wielder’s Strength attribute is added to 
the weapon’s Damage Rating.  

◆  If the Damage Rating equals (but does not exceed) the target’s Resilience the target 
suffers 1D3 Shock. 

◆  If the Damage Rating exceeds the target’s Resilience, the target suffers 1 wound for 
every Damage Rating point over the Resilience. Any Shock or Wounds dealt to a target 
are reduced from that target’s total. Shock and Wounds do not go below 0. Any Shock or 
Wounds that would be left over are simply ignored. 

Shock: A character that drops to 0 Shock is considered Exhausted (see p. 19). If your 
Shock is restored above 0, you immediately are no longer exhausted and may take ac-
tions normally. If you spend an action and a point of Wrath to restore 1D3+3 Shock (see 
page 6), you may immediately act (counting Restore Shock as one of your actions in a 
Multi-action). 

Wounds: A character’s Wounds represents their threshold for suffering damage before 
they are rendered too injured to fight. When a player character drops to 0 Wounds, they 
fall unconscious and has to start making Defiance Checks (see below). If a character 
suffers double their number of starting Wounds or more from a single attack, they suffer 
death or annihilation.  

Soaking: Heroes that suffer Wounds from an attack may make a Soak roll, reducing the 
damage suffered by one Wound per Icon and two Wounds per Exalted Icon. Once char-
acters have had a chance to mitigate the damage, apply the remaining damage to the 
character as Wounds. The roll to Soak is not a test, and does not use the Wrath Dice, nor 
does it have a DN. Wrath may be spent to re-roll failures on a Soak roll as if it were a test. 
The Cost of Soaking: For Heroes, choosing to Soak wounds inflicts 1 Shock plus 1 
additional Shock per wound negated, immediately after resolving the effect of the Tough-
ness roll.  

Step 1: The character suffers 1 Shock.  

Step 2: The character makes a Soak roll.  

Step 3: Count the total icons; each icon converts one Wound into one Shock.  

Step 4: After soaking the damage, any remaining damage is inflicted as Wounds.  

Mortal Wounds: Mortal Wounds represent damage that is particularly brutal. Mortal 
Wounds often bypass a character’s defences to inflict automatic Wound damage. Normal-
ly, Mortal Wounds cannot be Soaked. Some gear or special abilities (such as Refractor 
Fields), however, may allow a character to Soak Mortal Wounds. 

Unconsciousness: If damage reduces a character to 0 Wounds and fails to kill them 
outright, the character is unconscious. This unconsciousness ends if the character recov-
ers any Wounds. An unconscious character is considered prone and suffers all the effects 
of being in that condition (see Combat Effects on this page). Unconscious characters at 0 
Wounds must start taking Defiance Checks at the start of their next turn. They must also 
take a defiance check whenever they take damage whilst they are on 0 Wounds. This test 
happens as soon as the damage is taken, so it is possible to take a test for receiving 
damage, and then immediately have to take another test due to it being the start of that 
Hero’s turn. 

Defiance Checks: Whenever a character begins their turn at 0 Wounds, they are uncon-
scious and must roll a special roll called a Defiance Check. This roll occurs as a free 
action at the beginning of the character’s turn. Players roll Defiance Checks until either 
they successfully pass one Defiance Check, or they accumulate three failures on Defi-
ance Check rolls.  

You may not spend Wrath to re-roll a Defiance Check. A player may spend Wrath to gain 
a +1 to the result of the Defiance Check, but the player must choose to do so before they 
rolls the dice. Once the dice has been cast, the character must live (or not!) with the re-
sult. 

To make a Defiance Check, the character rolls one D6. No Wrath Dice is used in a Defi-
ance Check. On a result of 4 or higher, the character has stabilised.  

If they roll a 6 on the Defiance Check, they become fully conscious with 1 Wound. A result 
of a 2 or a 3 is one failure, whilst a 1 on the check counts as two failures. Immediately 
upon failing the third Defiance Check, the character is dead. 

Falling: The falling character suffers 1D3 Mortal Wounds, plus 1 additional 
Wound for every 10 metres the character fell.  

Fire: Burning characters take D3 Mortal Wounds at the start of their turn. In 
addition, a burning character must pass a Willpower test (DN 3) or suffer the 
effects of being pinned until the end of the round and spends their turn crying out 
in pain or flailing around in an attempt to put out the fire. Passing the Willpower 
test means the character may act normally. As an action, a character can at-
tempt to put out the fire by making an Agility test (DN 3). Passing the test means 
the character is no longer on fire  

Suffocation: A character can hold their breath during combat or any other round
-based encounter for a number of rounds equal to double their Toughness attrib-
ute. They must pass a Toughness skill test every minute or round. If they fail the 
test, the character suffers D3 Shock damage. If they are reduced to 0 Shock, 
they fall unconscious and if they are deprived of oxygen they die after a number 
of rounds equal to their Toughness attribute. 

RESTING P.270 Medicae P. 167 

Regroup: A regroup is roughly 1 hour. Regrouping generally occurs between 
encounters and affords the heroes time to check ammo, tend injuries, assess the 
current situation, discuss tactics moving forward, and quickly grab something to 
eat and drink. A hero recovers all Shock during a regroup and can recover 
Wounds with a successful Medicae test (DN 3) (see page 167). Only one Medi-
cae test may be made per individual during the current regroup. 

Respite: is a long period of downtime lasting at least 6 hours. Characters can 
spend 1-2 of hours performing light activities, such reading, eating, talking, main-
taining equipment, and standing watch over the group. If a strenuous activity that 
lasts for 1 hour or more, such as a combat encounter, interrupts the respite, then 
the respite must begin again if characters wish to gain any benefits. If a respite 
goes uninterrupted, then characters regain all lost Shock and Wounds, and their 
Wrath reserves reset to 2. A character must have a minimum of 1 wound and be 
conscious to gain the benefits respite.  

Medicae: The difficulty to remove a combat effect is equal to the DN modifier 
imposed by the combat effect. Some combat effects (such as Poisoned, see 
page 231) have a DN based on other factors.  

◆  The difficulty to stabilise a dying character equals 2 + the number of Defiance 
checks the character has already failed. Success restores the PC to 1 Wound.  

◆  The difficulty to heal a lightly wounded character is 3, or 4 if the character is 
heavily wounded. Success on this test means the patient recovers 1 Wound. A 
character may only receive the benefits of a Medicae test once per scene. Using 
Medicae is more effective when the group is resting. If used during a Regroup 
(see page 269), each shifted Exalted Icon recovers an additional Wound. 

◆  Healing Shock requires a Medicae kit, Narthecium, or similar device. A suc-
cessful Medicae test (DN 3) restores 1d3+1 Shock. 

Social Interaction P. 254 

During a Persuasion test, a hero can shift any Exalted Icons not required to pass 
the test. For every shifted Exalted Icon, the hero may adjust the relationship with 
the character by one step in any direction. This represents the persuasion at-
tempt being so successful that the NPC and hero develop an improved relation-
ship going forward. 

DN Mod  Relationship    Result                                      

+4  Hostile  The NPC is openly hostile. They won’t help without an  
  incredibly generous reward. 

+2  Unco-op  The NPC is suspicious or unfriendly. They are not willing 
  to help unless there’s a significant advantage to them. 

N/A  Neutral  The NPC will help for something in return, but only if the 
  request is easy or small. More difficult requests require 
  substantial reasons or payment for the NPC to agree. 

-2  Friendly  The NPC goes of their way for the hero. They perform 
  easy favours for free (or for very little), and are willing to 
  consider more dangerous tasks for fair compensation. 

-4  Helpful  The NPC is actively willing to help, and does so for little or 
  no recompense, depending on the circumstances. 

Influence Authority 

1. Establish the DN: The Difficulty Number of an Influence test depends on numerous 
factors. The GM must decide the difficulty of what the character is trying to accomplish, 
based on the context of the scene. 

2. Check for Matching Keyword: A character must share at least one keyword in com-
mon with the target they wish to command. For every matching keyword beyond the first, 
the character gains +1d to their test. 

3. Make the Influence test and apply Shifts: Shifts are applied in the normal way. 

4. Apply Complications (if any): Complications on Influence tests for authority should be 
based in the narrative if possible (see Complications on page 58). A complication may 
result in the character temporarily (or permanently if the situation is grave enough) losing a 
point of Influence. 

Influence Item/Service Acquisition 

1. Establish the DN. First, the GM should take into account the Rarity rating of the item or 
service (see Rarity on page 264). The item’s Rarity can impose a DN penalty on the Influ-
ence test. 

2. Check for Matching Keywords: A character must share at least one keyword in com-
mon with the gear they wish to acquire. For every matching keyword beyond the first, the 
character gains +1d to their test. 

3. Spend Assets or Wealth: The character may spend Assets or permanently reduce 
their Wealth to affect the outcome of the Influence test (see Spending Wealth on page 
267). 

4. Make the Influence Test and apply Shifts: For an Influence test, any shifted dice may 
replenish spent Wealth (see Spending Wealth on page 267). Shifts used this way cannot 
increase Wealth beyond its value at the beginning of the Influence test. 

5. Apply Complications (if any): Rolling a 1 on the Wrath Dice during an Influence test 
permanently reduces Wealth by 1 (to a minimum of 1). 


